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As we go to press, Property market capacity and pricing are dominant headline issues, affecting clients
with assets and operations in areas exposed to the natural catastrophe (Nat Cat) perils of Wind, Flood
and Earthquake and to the peril of Terrorism. Terms and conditions offered by insurers and reinsurers
have deteriorated rapidly and precipitously, raising the bar for program design and marketing
strategies for programs renewing in the near term, while prompting thoroughgoing studies of longterm business plans and risk-funding arrangements.
In November 2005, we published the first edition of Marketplace Realities & Risk Management
Solutions 2006 – “Strategies for a Market in Transition.” In this April 2006 edition, transition continues
to be a generally applicable term. As noted above, however, events in the Nat Cat segment of the
Property marketplace are nothing less than tumultuous, as the underwriting community struggles to
find equilibrium. The 2006 Atlantic Hurricane Season is fast approaching. Nat Cat models are being
retooled to reflect new data and revised, more forward-looking assumptions. And there is a
widespread feeling that the recent two-year spike in frequency and severity of windstorm events may
well be repeated in years to come. Accordingly, our Property Marketplace article is devoted to an
examination of the mechanics of Nat Cat risk exposure analysis, underwriting regimens, program
design and marketing strategies.

Marketplace Segments
Each of our contributing authors follows essentially the same comprehensive approach – what you
need to know about your own risk; what you need to know about current and anticipated marketplace
conditions; and how you can build positive differentiation through risk management, program design
and strategic marketing.
• Property
• Aviation
• Casualty
• Cyber Risk
• Environmental
• Executive Risks
• Healthcare Professional
• Private Client Group
• Surety
• Workers’ Compensation
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This edition also includes a proverbial “30-thousand-foot view” of the marketplace. Aggregation Risk
reprises major excerpts from our webcast of March 30. We examine the dimensions of such risk, the threat
it poses to the balance sheet, the future performance of the commercial insurance marketplace, and
strategies that companies can undertake today to address volatility and shape the future. Macro Markets,
Micro Markets and Liquidity treats the evolving structure and role of the commercial insurance marketplace.
• Aggregation Risk and What You Can Do About It
• Macro Markets, Micro Markets and Liquidity
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The following article is an update and continuation of the Property market white paper published in last
November’s electronic edition of Marketplace Realities 2006. It is written in the first person, reflecting
the author’s vast career experience and refreshingly direct style of expression.
As someone with over 30 years in the insurance business, I should be immune by now to the wild swings
we sometimes see in Property terms and conditions following catastrophes. But I am not. Perhaps it is
our almost instantaneous ability to register bad news across the world’s re/insurance markets (and to
report bad results to shareholders and financial markets). Perhaps it is increasing pressure from rating
agencies – viewed by many as the real “market regulators” – to weigh cat portfolio exposures against
capital available to pay claims. Perhaps it is the apprehension felt by both insurers and rating agencies
that the modeling on which they based their previous assumptions regarding loss expectancy appears in
so many cases to have been flawed. No matter what the reason, the changes that have taken place since
the beginning of 2006 are astonishing both in their speed and their intensity. Contrary to popular belief,
these changes are not reserved for Wind alone, but are spilling over into Earthquake and Flood (and
Terrorism), perils now viewed as equally challenging in terms of reliable and consistent assessment of
exposures, frequency, severity and volatility.

Exposures, Terms
and Conditions
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The following are noteworthy examples of changing terms and conditions and revamped underwriting
appraisals of exposures and risk factors:
• US Earthquake, Flood and Wind exposures are being shed on a broad scale through non-renewals,
reductions in renewal lines or declinations of new business, sometimes even within an insurer’s
“sweet spot,” simply to reduce risk accumulations.
• Borrowed from reinsurance contracts, Wind aggregates are being introduced, with some insurers
quoting one-time reinstatements, often at close to the original program price. Please remember that
any sub-limits or aggregates apply across-the-board to all the coverage afforded by the policy – e.g.,
Miscellaneous Unscheduled Locations, Service Interruption, Contingent Time Element – not just to
damage at your locations.
• Percentage deductibles applicable to Wind – and with some underwriters, Flood resulting from Wind
events – are being forced upward. For many, the days of the two percent deductible are gone,
replaced by three to five percent deductibles, depending on individual circumstances. Dollar caps on
these are disappearing.
• Contingent coverage is perhaps the most scrutinized. Many more contingent losses arose this year
than had ever been reported before. Policyholders whose facilities were far removed from the Gulf
Coast are still registering variability in pricing for raw materials.
• Some underwriters are excluding Flood for any areas protected by dams, dikes and similar flood
barriers. An overreaction to New Orleans? Consider:
– California, particularly Sacramento, is viewed by the American Association for the Advancement
of Science as possibly “the next New Orleans.”
– In mid-March, a 40-foot dam burst on the island of Kauai following torrential rains.
– The American Society of Civil Engineers estimates that 3,500 of the nation’s 80,000 dams are unsafe.
– Parts of Japan are below sea level and may be vulnerable
to floods caused by wind or earthquake.
– China has a significant system of dams – can these be
any less vulnerable than our own?
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In terms of susceptibility to dramatically changed Property market conditions for assets and operations
exposed to cat risk potential, client programs can be seen as falling into one of three basic categories,
each of which has subgroups that are important to acknowledge as you head toward your renewal.
Material losses and exposures – Clients who sustained material natural catastrophe losses over
2004 and 2005 are the most affected. Pricing has skyrocketed, often by much more than 100 percent,
and expiring limits are not available at any price. Other than the energy segment (dealt with separately
in Willis’ Energy Market Review) many of these clients seem to fall into the following broad segments:
• Healthcare
• Hospitality and Gaming
• Real Estate
• Retail
Why? These segments are everywhere their customers are or want to go – places with sunshine, warm
weather and ocean views are most prone to natural catastrophes. This is no one’s fault; it is a fact of life.
Companies with such exposures accept it. Insurers have historically dealt with it. Recent history has not
been kind to either party.
Minimal losses but material exposures – Clients who have had minimal to no catastrophe losses
in the last two years, but who have Nat Cat exposures of more than, say, 25 percent of total insured
values in any single high-hazard zone, may be viewed by underwriters as “challenged.” Favorable loss
experience will be appealing, but adding anything to a portfolio that is otherwise in the process of being
reduced will dampen underwriting enthusiasm. From the insurer’s perspective: how do you explain to a
long-term client that you cannot renew or must reduce your participation because of cat concerns while
at the same time adding cat for a new client? How do you explain to your management that you are
adding new cat when their instruction has been to do the contrary? Clients in this category are
experiencing rate increases of 50 to 100 percent and still finding themselves without the level of cat
protection they enjoyed last year.
For both of the above, understand that if you have locations in Florida, your insurer is likely facing an
assessment of about seven percent for 2004 and ten percent for 2005 for deficits sustained by Citizens
Property Insurance Company, the Property insurer of last resort in that state. This rising cost of doing
business, alongside current or projected reinsurance cost increases, must be passed along.
No cat losses and minimal cat exposures – For clients who have neither cat losses nor material cat
exposures (and otherwise good loss experience), the world should be your oyster. Having said that, there
may be a drive to extract some rate increases in the neighborhood of five to ten percent – simply to
satisfy the theory of insurance, i.e., the many pay for the losses of the (theoretically) few.
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Doing nothing is simply not in our collective vocabularies. Let’s look at the facts:
• Many re/insurers cannot afford to or will no longer take on the Nat Cat risks they had previously and
(a) remain financially solvent and (b) remain acceptably rated. We should all be in synch in
understanding this position.
• Cat models are now viewed with a jaundiced eye. It is generally accepted that these models cannot
adequately deal with the Time Element portions of a potential claim, even at a client’s own locations.
Assessment of the extent of physical damage that could occur obscures the efficacy of disaster
recovery or business continuity plans a client may have in place. An example: a facility could sustain
40 percent physical damage, but shifting operations to another facility could make up entirely or in
part what is lost. You should be able to explain this, as well as outline the costs of shifting operations.
For the underwriter or for you? Both. To the extent you may be self-insuring more risk this year, you
need to know what and how big that risk is.
• Having been presented with numbers of claims that have far exceeded the values reported,
underwriters are increasing their focus on the accuracy of values and imposing location limits of
liability where accuracy is questionable. Be prepared to discuss the process you use to develop values
and, where necessary, engage professional appraisers and forensic accountants. In the worst case,
where you cannot avoid location limits, you need to ensure you are not the unpleasantly surprised
party after a loss.
• At the risk of sounding like a broken record, do you know where your suppliers and customers are?
A number of companies received force majeure notices from these parties after the 2005 hurricanes
and such notices generated losses. Are these risks you are aware of and accept, or are they
unexpected – and perhaps avoidable? To drive inefficiency from day-to-day operations we sometimes
introduce vulnerabilities not entirely understood – until a loss occurs. If re/insurers are concerned
about these, and likely to reduce protection for them, shouldn’t you be concerned as well? More than
ever, risk management has to elicit the input of supply chain management to at least identify, and
then perhaps reduce, these exposures.
• A significant part of some clients’ claims is the extended loss of heat, light, power and
telecommunications (Off-Premises Power, Service Interruption). Re/insurers had already imposed
limitations on this coverage – using sub-limits, time limits and distance limits – and these cannot be
expected to go away. What plans did/do you have for such eventualities?
• I have heard stories of disappointing end results after initially encouraging face-to-face meetings between
re/insurers and their long-time customers. In many of these meetings, the former do not address the facts
of underwriting life as they relate to their customers and the latter do not come prepared to adequately
alleviate obvious underlying concerns. Not a formula for success. These “meet and greet” sessions must
be replaced by meaningful dialogue. Homework, homework, homework. Clients should not walk away
from such meetings without a clear understanding of what is going to drive underwriting decisions
and without giving a firm commitment to answer outstanding questions promptly.
In closing, I would like to reiterate one immutable golden rule from previous Marketplace Realities
comments: “Risk management comes before risk transfer.”

Contact
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Suzanne Douglass
North America Property Practice Leader
Willis Risk Solutions
212 804 0516
suzanne.douglass@willis.com
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Pronounced change best describes the Aviation insurance marketplace in 2006. Following the chaos
created by the events of 9/11, the marketplace experienced an unprecedented period of technical
underwriting that produced four years of record underwriting profits in all Aviation sectors.
Some disruption returned in 2005, mostly due to activity in the underwriting ranks. Personnel from two
well established Aviation underwriting teams in North America left their firms. Incumbents quickly began
recruiting new teams, and the net result was the introduction of three new underwriting facilities. Two
have already commenced underwriting in the US, and one of these is setting up its international team. The
third is expected to begin writing business in April 2006. Personnel shifting continued in the first quarter
of 2006, with a London team leaving an existing carrier for a start up.

Marketplace
Conditions

Airlines
Given the absence of market-changing airline catastrophe losses, rates and premiums have declined
steadily over the past four years – to what underwriters describe as “near critical levels.” Even so, a
further erosion of worldwide airline premiums is expected again in 2006. While most underwriters will
undoubtedly try to hold the line on rates and premiums, the emergence of new capacity is likely to create
enough competition among the expanded field of underwriters to maintain downward pressure.

Products
In 2005, capacity levels stayed unchanged from 2004, but a number of underwriters deployed capacity
more selectively. The market imposed a wide range of price increases, which varied according to product
mix, sales volume, loss deterioration and other factors. Risks renewing with static exposures and loss
records received single-digit increases. For those with deteriorating loss histories, the increases were
higher. In 2006, we again expect to see insurers differentiate accounts and use actuarial trending
analyses to support increased price levels. An early start to renewal preparations and a sound marketing
plan are needed to achieve optimal results.

General Aviation
The new entrants in the Aviation market have had little impact on General Aviation capacity.
Segmentation in the sector continues. There is plenty of capacity for quality industrial aid risks; as a
consequence, premium reductions have continued. For commercial operators, less capacity was available.
Highly sought risks, those operations with excellent loss records, were able to negotiate flat renewals or
marginal reductions. Others saw increases, particularly ground handlers and fixed-base operators. High
limits of liability remain expensive. Loss experience and pilot training continue to be critical factors in
insurers’ risk analyses.
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Environment

• The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) war risk insurance program, amended by the Homeland
Security Act to provide first-dollar coverage for third-party and passenger liability, hull and spare parts
exposures, was finalized in February of 2003. Soon thereafter, most US airlines cancelled their
commercial war risks insurance and entered the federal program. Additional legislation extended the
program through August of 2006. We expect a further extension through December, but no extension
beyond 2006.
• In April of 2005, the European Union (EU) imposed significant increases in required limits of liability
insurance for operations in Europe. These higher limits have resulted in significant cost increases for
many corporate aircraft operators. The aviation industry continues to seek relief from these
requirements, but none appears to be forthcoming in 2006.

Other Aviation
Highlights

• There has been resurgence in non-airline commercial and corporate aviation activity since 9/11.
Orders for business jets are up.
• The introduction of the VLJ (light jet) has created new challenges in underwriting Aviation risks.
• Pilot qualification and training factors are more critical than ever in rating.
• Heightened security and safety awareness post 9/11 are often cited as key reasons no major domestic
airline accidents have occurred since November 2001. Underwriters are increasingly focusing on
security factors for non-airline operators.

Strategies for
Tomorrow

With the increased focus on technical underwriting, it is more important than ever that buyers of Aviation
insurance begin gathering renewal information early and articulate positive differentiation for their risks
in the marketplace. A strong marketing plan and thorough strategic review of underwriting markets are
key ingredients to successful placements.

Contact

Joe Trotti
CEO Global Aviation
Willis North America
212 820 7447
joe.trotti@willis.com
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Insurers remained cautious during the first quarter of 2006, with more emphasis being placed on
managing their exposure to catastrophic loss. Although directly impacting Property risks in catastropheprone areas, the post-hurricane environment has also had an indirect effect on Casualty lines. This is the
result of insurers either spreading the increases needed to fund for catastrophe losses across all lines of
business; or re-allocating capital away from Casualty where prices were softening, and adding it to the
Property units where higher returns can be achieved.
Notwithstanding the recent rise in interest rates and increases in investment income, underwriting profits
are needed in 2006 in order to achieve the ROEs necessary to sustain overall capacity in the marketplace.
Consequently, carriers are for the most part maintaining pricing and underwriting discipline.

Marketplace
Conditions

Primary Casualty
Programs that reflect a good loss record are being renewed flat or with modest rate reductions. Larger
more complex accounts with a degree of volatility are experiencing increases in the five to ten percent
range. The principle underwriting concerns continue to be:
• Employee concentrations in large metropolitan areas
• Collateralization of expected losses within loss-sensitive programs
• Limiting exposures to potentially catastrophic risk
• Availability of financially sound reinsurance
• Adverse judicial developments

Umbrella Excess Casualty
The market for large Casualty account umbrella and excess business, which was showing some softness
in 2005, is now adhering to a more disciplined underwriting approach. Increases in interest rates have
not been reflected in rate reductions, except for those accounts with stellar claims experience and
innocuous exposures. For the most part, rates are holding firm, with most of the increases being confined
to risks with potential for large catastrophe losses.
Over the course of the last year, we have witnessed a reduction in the number of markets offering lead
umbrella capacity. Simultaneously, the number of carriers offering capacity excess of $25 million has
increased significantly. In these excess layers, carriers can achieve acceptable premiums with a
comfortable attachment point.
Further, “true” umbrella policy forms are on the decline. Replacement forms are actually more reflective
of straight excess insurance. The major lead umbrella markets are in the process of filing the new forms
now and will be pushing to have them utilized for their fourth quarter renewal and new business writings.
Finally, underwriters’ insatiable thirst for exposure information on even the most seemingly mainstream
risk continues, with no expectation for any change.
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Tort costs are still a major factor influencing industry performance, notwithstanding the 2005 Class
Action Fairness Act, which has so far had little impact on underwriting results. Also, in its present form,
the proposed trust fund to handle asbestos claims provides little comfort to insurance carriers, and the
likelihood of these proposals significantly limiting the ongoing adverse development of incurred claims is
remote.
Another concern is the recent decision declaring paint manufacturers liable for the expense of cleaning
up lead paint contamination. Although the ruling was made on narrowly drawn conclusions, the effect
on other litigation could be significant, as several states are considering their own suits. This is being
compared by some analysts to the asbestos crisis in the 1970s.
TRIA has been extended for two years and the industry aggregate deductibles have been raised from $15
billion in 2005 to $25 billion in 2006 and $27.5 billion in 2007. Even with TRIA protection, a large-scale
terrorist event would give many insurers greater retentions than their 9/11 losses. A long-term solution
is still needed.
Workers’ Compensation reform continues to be a moving target and varies dramatically from state to
state, but as mentioned earlier, the industry’s main concern is concentration of employees, not just in
regard to terrorism, but also earthquakes.

Strategies for
Tomorrow

Most indicators suggest that the Casualty market will remain relatively stable throughout 2006. Several
factors, however, could influence the near-term direction of the marketplace. If interest rates continue to
rise, high excess long-tail business becomes very attractive for insurers, creating competition and the
potential for rate reductions. An offset to such a development is the possibility of another year of recordbreaking natural catastrophe losses.
Carriers are constantly adjusting their preferred attachment points, and it behooves insureds to explore
various structures to minimize their cost of risk. This would include the use of buffer layers, increased
retentions, integrated insurance products and alternative risk transfer mechanisms.

Contact
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Robert Davis
Senior Vice President
Willis Risk Solutions Casualty Practice
212 837 0663
robert.davis@willis.com
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Cyber products began appearing at the turn of the millennium and for its first five years, the Cyber market
grew steadily but slowly. The dimensions of risk were only gradually being understood, coverage was
limited in scope, and insurance buyers had their share of distractions – for example, rising rates for
Executive Risks and Property lines. Many companies put their Cyber risk concerns in hibernation mode and
trusted that Information Technology (IT) security was mitigating the exposure.
Then came 2005, dubbed by some the Year of Identity Theft. Several well-publicized identity theft / data
privacy events in early 2005, coupled with Cyber legislation in many states, began to change the thinking
of the risk manager, general counsel and treasurer. Organizations began forming e-risk committees to
identify, assess and mitigate the risk – and refresh their thinking about Cyber insurance.
In 2006, companies are starting to break down the walls between risk management and IT security. There
is a growing acceptance that even the most secure network infrastructures can be breached by external
hackers, disgruntled employees or service providers with authorized access. Once breached, a computer
network or even a single laptop can yield personally identifiable information on customers, clients, patients
or subscribers, data that can be put to ill use.
Security breaches are not new. The common response has been to keep quiet about them in an effort to
avoid worry, panic and bad publicity. For the most part, that’s no longer an option. Security breach
notification laws were passed by 23 state legislatures in 2005, requiring notification to consumers if their
personal information may have been involved in a Cyber incident. These notifications have led to
multiparty and class action litigation. Multimillion dollar losses are hitting the Cyber underwriters’ books.
Markets are responding with new products and endorsements addressing privacy risk.

Marketplace
Developments

In 2005, AIG introduced their Privacy and Security Module to their Cyber package, netAdvantage Suite.
The module expands liability coverage for the breach of personally identifiable information beyond
network systems to include laptops, non-electronic data (dumpster diving) and release or unauthorized
use of data by a service provider.
ACE introduced DNA, a product that provides first-party coverage for network business interruption and
data corruption on a stand-alone basis, or as a tie-in-limit with their DigiTech policy.
Other markets are granting endorsements that would respond to privacy risk.
In early 2006, Beazley introduced a new product that broadened their privacy liability coverage and
added first-party Cyber coverage.
Arch, Hiscox, St. Paul and CNA are introducing new policies in second quarter 2006 that will broaden
their definitions of privacy coverage.
Chubb has added endorsements to their financial institution
products, CyberSecurity and CyberLiability.
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Markets have been responding to Cyber issues other than privacy:
• Internet media liability – products cover trademark losses, which are on the rise
• Network business interruption – expanding over the past two years to cover entire networks, not just
internet activity
• Denial-of-service attacks
A trend developing among professional services firms (especially publishers, broadcasters, technology
service providers and law firms) is the blending of Cyber Liability coverage into Errors & Omissions
policies. As more firms use their network to provide services electronically, such as distributing content
or billing online, their Professional and Cyber risks overlap. Programs are evolving accordingly.
To date, the demand for Cyber Liability coverage has outstripped the demand for first-party Cyber
coverage. Many insurance buyers are realizing that a hacking event may not only create liability, but also
disrupt critical operations involving supply chain, logistics, account receivables or other financial
transactions. A disruption of several hours or days can cause significant loss of income and future
business. Markets, as mentioned above, are recognizing the developing demand for first-party Cyber
coverage.

Into the Regulatory
Breach

In 2003, California enacted the first security breach notification law requiring a corporation that suffered
a breach to report the incident to all California consumers who may have had their personally identifiable
information accessed illegally and could be victims of identity theft or fraud. Following several data
breaches in early 2005 and the slow responses from some of the breached corporations, 23 states passed
legislation following the California model. Two more states have passed legislation and expect to enact
their laws in second quarter 2006. The US House of Representatives recently passed security breach
notification legislation, sending it on to the Senate in March 2006. If it becomes law, the legislation is
expected to preempt the state laws.
For many companies, from financial institutions to retailers to healthcare providers, the new state laws
are merely the latest mandates in a growing list of regulatory and industry compliance requirements
regarding the handling of personally identifiable information:
• Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) – for healthcare organizations and any
company managing employee benefits
• Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act – for financial institutions and any organization processing credit card data,
including retailers
• Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) – requiring all public companies to have security protections around
financial controls
All these laws require businesses to protect against unauthorized access or use of data or computer
network systems. The government is not alone in these efforts. Energy and power companies, through
their critical infrastructure protection (CIP) efforts have pushed their industry partners to secure their
networks. MasterCard and Visa have required large and mid-size merchants/retailers to undergo annual
network security assessments.
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The good news in all of this is not only that businesses are being forced to take steps to protect customer,
client, patient and subscriber information – it is also that levels of security and security assessments that
are now customary are making it easier to purchase Cyber risk insurance. A strong security program is
the highly protected risk of the electronic age – the e-HPR.
The sobering news is that the security breach notification laws create an opportunity for the plaintiffs’ bar,
as regulatory bodies set standards that organizations may need to prove in a court of law they have met.

Strategies for
Buyers of Cyber
Coverage

For organizations new to Cyber coverage or for those who bought an early Cyber product, there is much to
review. Starting with privacy protection issues, buyers must understand all features of coverage today, such
as full network coverage, coverage for acts committed by employees or service providers, expanded privacy
coverage for non-electronic breach of personally identifiable information, expense coverage for security
breach consumer notification, lower retentions and waiting periods on first-party coverage. At the same
time, coverage is easier to come by. There is increased capacity ($150 million to $250 million), sufficient to
fully address catastrophic Cyber risk. The underwriting process is less stringent. There are shorter
applications, largely thanks to underwriter use of security assessments already conducted by buyers.
This does not mean policies are inexpensive. Underwriters have been hit with multi-million dollar losses
arising out of privacy and intellectual property issues, and the new laws are driving more claims. As those
losses build and claims are paid, organizations are developing greater appreciation for the scope and
value of Cyber insurance.
Perhaps the greatest hurdle for companies addressing Cyber risk is bridging the gap between IT security
and risk management/treasury. These two groups need to communicate and act collaboratively. Even with
robust network security in place, many large corporations and institutions have suffered highly publicized
data breaches and losses. Putting another form of protection – insurance – in place behind robust security
policies and procedures should not be viewed by IT as a lack of confidence in their infrastructure, but
rather as an important operational risk management tool for addressing this growing risk.

Contact
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Peter Foster
Senior Vice President
E&O and Cyber Risks Practice
617 351 7480
peter.foster@willis.com
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Recent trends in the global Environmental insurance market indicate continued steady growth. A deeper
look reveals significant changes in the market drivers, exposures and underwriting appetites that affect
this still relatively new line of coverage.
The $2-3 billion Environmental market is clearly maturing. Environmental insurance products, once applied
to a narrow set of high-exposure scenarios, have evolved into a mainstream purchase, addressing a wide
range of circumstances. The market, however, is being propelled by a new set of drivers:
• The routine application of Environmental insurance to a wider array of properties (including nonindustrial sites) and transactions (both M&A and real estate)
• The burgeoning brownfield and military base redevelopment markets
• New demands for greater financial disclosure of Environmental liabilities
• The trend towards insured, fixed-price cleanup projects
The relative youth of the market is also evident. Loss trends from long-term policies are just now
coming to light, prompting a tightening of terms and conditions and a reassessment of certain product
lines. We anticipate carriers will emphasize profitable underwriting and focus on shorter term policies.
They will also need to address new areas of exposure from emerging contamination challenges and
regulatory initiatives.

Marketplace
Conditions

Global Environmental capacity remains plentiful (approximately $400 million) and relatively stable,
despite market-leader AIG’s recent decision to reduce capacity for single placements from $100 million
to $50 million. That decision appears to be based on weaker demand for higher limit programs, and the
associated cost of unused reinsurance protection, rather than any fundamental change in risk appetite.
The most critical market question for insurance buyers is not limits, or rates (which are only showing
modest increases), but, rather, how to best manage increasingly restrictive terms and conditions. Due to
past carrier losses, new scientific advances and new regulatory initiatives, buyers can now expect:
• Pressure to reduce policy periods
• New coverage restrictions for certain key issues, such as mold, certain building materials (with the
potential to cause mold) and emerging contaminants such as perchlorate
• More demand for location-specific information on portfolio placements
• Increased underwriting scrutiny of areas of regulatory interest such as vapor intrusion of underground
contamination into buildings
Changing carrier appetites can be seen clearly in three product lines.
• Cleanup Cost Cap underwriters continue to experience unacceptably high loss rates. AIG, the
dominant carrier in this product line, is tightening terms and has introduced minimum premium
thresholds. It has reduced its available capacity for Cost Cap and is now requiring up-front
engineering or commitment fees in many situations. The other Cost Cap insurers – ACE, Zurich and
XL – are tentatively expanding their Cost Cap books, but will
generally only offer policies to a pre-selected group of
contractors.
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• Professional Liability programs, especially for large environmental service firms, have been
another source of significant losses for the Environmental carriers. Insurers will be pulling back from
accounts with a significant component of traditional design engineering (i.e., non-environmental)
exposure.
• In contrast, construction-related products such as Contractors Pollution Liability (CPL) insurance
represent a growth area targeted by all the major carriers. Mold and completed-operations exposures
are two of the main coverage drivers.
Other notable market developments include the reemergence of Chubb as a major market participant
and Quanta’s decision in March 2006 to temporarily cease writing new Environmental business as they
explore strategic alternatives following unexpected losses in the 2005 hurricane season.

Legal & Regulatory
Environment

The influence of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) and the ongoing demand for greater corporate
transparency continue to drive the tightening of disclosure rules for Environmental liabilities. FIN 47
(FASB Interpretation Number 47), announced in March 2005 and made effective in January 2006,
addresses conditional asset retirement obligations. FIN 47 mandates that companies not wait until they
actually retire an asset to acknowledge the associated costs, such as future cleanup obligations. They
must recognize the costs on their balance sheet as soon as the numbers can be reasonably estimated.
The longer term consequences of this rule will become more evident after this year’s reporting period.
Several other regulatory issues bear watching:
• Recent regulatory initiatives could mandate additional activities at many contaminated sites,
increasing the likelihood that regulators will reopen previously closed sites. For example:
– The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is currently reviewing the effectiveness of
institutional controls (legal mechanisms such as deed restrictions that are used to minimize the
potential for human exposure).
– The EPA and several states have issued guidance documents for reevaluating the health risks
posed by subsurface vapor intrusion.
• Natural Resource Damage (NRD) claims continue to be a looming regulatory concern for both
clients and Environmental insurance markets. While the federal Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) provides the basis for NRD assessment,
administration of NRD activities falls to individual state trustees. In addition, each state has its own
legislation affecting NRD administration, and there has been no real coordination of the federal and
the state programs. To make matters more confusing, each state pursues NRD claims with varying
degrees of aggressiveness. Since the Environmental insurance marketplace closely tracks federal and
state regulations, the availability of Environmental insurance for NRD claims is often determined by
the location of the property in question. NRD submissions will continue to be evaluated on a caseby-case basis.
• Emerging contaminants are substances that are currently unregulated but may be subject to
increased regulatory standards in the near future. A good example is perchlorate, a common
contaminant on defense-related facilities that until now had been lightly regulated. In January 2006,
the EPA proposed a stringent perchlorate drinking water standard that was followed by an even
stricter proposed state standard in Massachusetts. If finalized, the introduction of such standards
would have a significant impact on future cleanup strategies and costs.
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Insureds should expect challenging renewals with increasing restrictions on terms and conditions.
Careful, strategic program design and marketing will be paramount to avoid erosion of valuable
coverage.
For new placements, it will be important to carefully match coverage needs with the current appetites
and offerings of the market. As Environmental insurers become more selective, purchasers that are able
to combine innovative program design with high-quality underwriting presentations will derive
maximum benefit.
FIN 47 makes it clear that, beginning this year, companies must reserve for asset retirement obligations
despite uncertainties as to the time or method of settlement. Many companies will be looking for options
to help mitigate the impact of FIN 47 on their 2006 financial reports. These options might include the
accelerated cleanup of a contaminated site, sale of non-performing sites or operations, and/or use of risk
transfer arrangements such as Environmental insurance or liability transfer alternatives to bring
resolution to cleanup obligations.

Contacts

Mike Balmer
Senior Vice President
Willis Environmental Practice
617 351 7530
michael.balmer@willis.com
Rick Secchia
Senior Vice President
Willis Environmental Practice
212 804 0512
rick.secchia@willis.com
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Executive Risks

The Willis Executive Risks Practice comprises expertise in every type of management liability coverage:

April 2006

• Directors & Officers
• Errors & Omissions
• Professional Indemnity
• Fiduciary / Pension Trustees Liability
• Crime & Fidelity
• Cyber Risk
• Mergers & Acquisitions
In providing thought leadership for our clients and the industry’s risk management community, the
Executive Risks Practice produces a continuous stream of white papers, bulletins and reference
documents that examine significant legal, regulatory and insurance product developments – all in a
digestible format that facilitates board-level planning and decision-making.

White Papers,
Bulletins and
Reference
Documents

On this page, we reference several recent products, including bulletins, a webcast and established
reference tools:
FAQs on Crime Coverage (March 2006) – 10 instructive questions and answers that aid in planning
your crime protection strategy. Examples include “Do all Crime Bonds have an aggregate limit of
liability?” … “What is the difference between a ‘loss sustained’ and a ‘discovery’ Crime policy?” … “Is
theft of confidential information generally covered by a Crime bond?”
The Willis Index: Directors’ and Officers’ Newsletter (Q1 2006) – A quarterly survey of the Lloyd’s
and London company marketplace that examines primary and excess layer premium trends, regulatory
and judicial developments and implications for program coverage.
How Global Is Your Global D&O Program? (Jan. 19, 2006) – As part of our Willis Webcast Series,
D&O Product Leader Ann Longmore and International Practice Leader Claude Gallello examined D&O
Liability insurance program issues for multinational companies, highlighting recent events and
recommending program actions. Issues include non-admitted insurance laws, local premium tax
obligations, stateside payments, repatriation of funds and related matters that impinge on the structure
and administration of all global programs.
2005’s Top 10 Executive Risks Court Awards and Settlements (January 2006) – A summary of the
most important Executive Risks cases and assessments of potential impact on the industry and on future
litigation. Cases include Sunbeam, Disney, WorldCom, HealthSouth, Ahold and others.
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Directors & Officers Liability and Insurance FAQs – 20 questions and answers that are must
reading for those who need to understand the many dimensions and nuances of D&O coverage.
Examples include: “Why don’t companies simply indemnify their Ds and Os?” … “What is an ‘insured
vs. insured’ exclusion?” … “What will a D&O policy generally not cover as loss or damages?”
Fiduciary or Pension Trust Liability and Insurance FAQs – 20 questions and answers that are also
must reading for risk management professionals. Examples include: ”What is a Fiduciary liability policy
intended to do?” … “Who selects defense counsel?” … “What is the ‘hammer clause’?”
To access all of our Executive Risks thought leadership products, please visit our home page on
Willis.com:
http://www.willis.com/Services/Executive%20Risks.aspx
and the Publications page of Willis.com:
http://www.willis.com/Extras/Publications.aspx

Todd Jones
North American Practice Leader
Willis Executive Risks
610 254 7284
todd.jones@willis.com
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After a four-year period (1999 to 2003) of significant rate increases, reduced capacity and reserve
strengthening, Healthcare Professional Liability market conditions have stabilized and are much improved in
2006. In August 2005, A.M. Best reported an HPL combined ratio of 112 against a break-even point of 114,
indicating profitability, albeit slight, for the first time in many years. Despite the departure of certain major
carriers from the HPL marketplace in recent years, capacity has gradually increased. Rates have stabilized for
hospitals, long-term care and miscellaneous healthcare facilities, with average flat to slight decreases in
renewal rates/premiums for accounts with no significant exposure changes and favorable loss history. Rate
increases for physicians and surgeons and managed care organizations (MCOs) have also moderated.The HPL
line appears to be on its most solid footing since the early-to-mid 1990s.
For most underwriters, the catchphrase of the moment is cautious optimism. Buyers can expect to see renewal
pricing ranging from single-digit decreases to single-digit increases in 2006, closely following the market
conditions of 2005. Physicians should see no more than single-digit premium increases in most states, and
may see slight decreases in others.
The improvement has been facilitated by many factors beyond the insurance marketplace. These include
widespread enactment of state malpractice reform legislation, moderating claim severity and decreasing
claim frequency trends, and risk management and patient safety initiatives. Improvement of course does not
mean perfection. While claim severity appears to have moderated, malpractice claims costs generally
continue to increase faster than inflation, according to the Physician Insurers Association of America (PIAA).
Reinsurance losses from the 2005 hurricanes have had minimal impact on HPL, except perhaps to
improve capacity, as carriers are drawn to commit capital to lines with rate adequacy – a description of
HPL that would have seemed almost unimaginable only a few years ago. Interest rates have also
improved and thus bolstered carrier profitability.

The Saga of
Malpractice
Reforms
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The saga of malpractice reforms remains a chaotic one. While the passage of federal malpractice reform
legislation in 2006 seems quite unlikely, there have been many legislative victories in distressed states.
However, the long-term effect of state tort reform remains to be seen and tested. More certain is the
gradual change in societal attitudes. Media focus on the impact of malpractice suits on healthcare access
has greatly aided the passage of reform laws and has helped win defense verdicts at trial. Virtually all
carriers and many self-insured entities report significant reductions in claims counts. Tort reform battles
will continue in state legislatures and, more and more, in the courts. The trial bar is expected to seek the
overturn of malpractice reform laws in more than half the states where laws have been passed since
2001. This is called “judicial nullification.” Having lost many battles in statehouses and in the court of
public opinion, the trial bar is fighting the reform laws on constitutional grounds. The strategy worked in
2005 in Wisconsin, where a long-standing malpractice reform law capping damages was struck down.
Notable recent market developments include several acquisitions:
• ProAssurance’s acquisition of DC-based National Capital Reciprocal Insurance Company (NCRIC) and
Physicians Insurance Company of Wisconsin (PICWIS)
• Berkshire Hathaway’s acquiring of Medical Protective from General Electric
• OneBeacon acquiring the renewal rights to Chubb’s HPL book
• ACE USA acquiring the renewal rights to GE Employers
Reinsurance’s HPL book
• The Doctors Company’s acquisition of Oregon-based Northwest
Physicians Mutual.
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This market segment is divided into two lines: Primary HPL and Excess/Reinsurance HPL. Pricing has
stabilized for both lines, and has become more competitive in recent years with the influx of new capital,
especially in the Excess HPL line. Provider-owned companies control major market share in the Primary
HPL line, but are being challenged by newer entrants and older commercial carriers. New entrants in
Primary HPL in recent years include: ACE USA, Arch, Darwin and Hudson Insurance Group. AIG, Zurich,
CNA, Medical Protective and several physician-owned carriers remain major underwriters in Primary HPL.
At the same time, many carriers have exited this segment in recent years, the most notable being St. Paul,
the Reciprocal Group and PHICO. In 2005, Chubb sold their book to OneBeacon and ERC sold the
renewal rights for their Excess HPL book to ACE USA. Occurrence coverage is very difficult to obtain on
either a primary or excess/reinsurance basis.
Capacity for Excess/Reinsurance remains plentiful, with competitive markets in the US, London, Europe
and Bermuda. AIG, CNA, OneBeacon, Am Re, Berkley Medical Excess, Arch, Zurich and ACE USA are
major domestic writers of Excess HPL. London is an active provider of this coverage, with such syndicates
as Catlin, Amlin, Beazley, Kiln, Chaucer and Faraday. European markets include Swiss Re, Hannover Re,
Aspen Re and others. There are also numerous Bermuda-based insurers, including Starr, XL, Endurance,
AWAC, Catlin, Max-Re, Arch, ACE and others. These same markets, along with many of the domestics,
often reinsure captives and RRGs (risk retention groups). Of note here is that attachment points have
generally been lowered in response to the improving malpractice environment and restored profitability,
though few clients are electing to reduce their current retention levels.

Long-Term Care

This segment was in a state of distress a mere two years ago. Significant improvement was demonstrated
in 2005 and should continue in 2006. Availability and affordability are less problematic except in a few
states, most notably Florida. New entrants and increased competition have helped greatly as have
moderating loss trends. Non-profit facilities, especially those with religious affiliations, are viewed more
favorably by underwriters than for-profit facilities. One notable trend in this segment is the entry of small
regional carriers that limit their underwriting to one state or region. Most carriers have their own select
targeted classes of business. All carriers are now carefully scrutinizing risk management structures and
staffing levels. Lexington / AIG is a major carrier in this segment. CNA is as well, and has cautiously
expanded into certain states as malpractice reforms laws take effect. Other markets include American
Empire, Bunker Hill / Gulf, James River, US Risk, Uni-Ter, Old Colony, Evanston and OneBeacon. London is
an important component of this market segment (e.g., Sapphire Blue, Spectrum / Willis London program).
In addition, a number of Bermuda underwriters will entertain excess layer quotes with varying attachment
points. These include XL, Max Re, AWAC and ACE.

Physicians and
Surgeons

This remains the most troubled healthcare segment in 2006, mostly due to the issue of affordability, though
the extent of the crisis varies greatly by state and region. From an industry perspective, conditions have
improved, but medical professionals are struggling. Many specialists have seen triple-digit price increases
since 2001 (though not many in the last two years) and some still find coverage very difficult to obtain,
especially in obstetrics, radiology, neurosurgery and emergency medicine. These specialties have all curtailed
services, thus limiting access to healthcare, especially outside metropolitan areas. Prices have stabilized but
at historically high levels. Single-digit increases should be the norm in 2006 in many regions, but some
states will see rate decreases from physician carriers and flat renewal pricing. There is further prospect for
premium relief as malpractice reforms take effect over the next three to five years. It won’t come a minute
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too soon, as the Medicare/Medicaid reimbursement levels for physicians continue to decline, creating a
financial squeeze for many practices. In addition, there is a gradual return of capacity into the physicians
market, which may further impact pricing trends in upcoming years. Leading physicians markets are MLMIC,
The Doctors Company, Medical Protective (acquired by Berkshire Hathaway in July 2005 from GE) and
ProAssurance. ProAssurance continues to grow by acquisition, recently announcing plans to acquire
Physicians Insurance Company of Wisconsin (PICWIS).
Many physician-owned captives and RRGs have been created in recent years, especially in distressed states,
but there is concern over the adequacy of capitalization and thus their long-term viability. Typically, only
larger physician practice groups have the wherewithal to create alternative risk transfer (ART) vehicles;
however, the market continues to see more physician groups exploring ART programs.
In early 2006, the American Medical Association added Tennessee to its list of states facing a malpractice
crisis. Twenty other states have been so designated. One state, Texas, has been removed from the list due
to recent passage of tort reform.

Managed Care
Organizations

There are fewer carriers for this HPL segment than for any other: AIG, Darwin and OneBeacon (new as of
2004). There are few excess markets for MCOs as well, though these include domestic, London and
Bermuda carriers. Attachment points have remained unchanged, but carriers are more open to manuscript
wording to meet coverage needs. Pricing trends are generally flat, with some slight reductions possible, (five
percent or less), mostly in the upper middle market MCOs (revenues between $500 million and $1 billion).
Sub-limits and sub-retentions are often used by these carriers for class action and/or antitrust cases, and
these types of legal actions are of great concern to carriers.
The market for HMO reinsurance and Provider Excess, on the other hand, is substantial and is being utilized
especially for Medicaid and Medicare risks. Part D Medicare offers opportunities for risk sharing between
provider organizations and sponsoring HMOs and this type of arrangement is expected to see significant
growth in 2006. Capitation strategies are seeing some revival in a number of localities and thus providers
will be examining whether to take risk and transfer a portion of it utilizing Provider Excess coverage. Major
carriers in this market are: Allianz, OneBeacon, Presidio / CE, Independent Care / Standard Security, Chubb,
Zurich, IOA Re / Arch, Cairnstone / TIG, Merna Merritt / Crum&Forester, AWAC, Max Re, RBS / Am Re (HMO
only), ING (HMO only), Summit Re, Swiss Re (HMO only).

Miscellaneous
Healthcare Facilities
and Providers
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There is more competition in this healthcare segment than in any other. The total marketplace is estimated
to be approximately $62 million in written premium. Virtually the entire range of miscellaneous healthcare
facilities (over 50 types, such as labs and home health services, with new ones created each year) represents
desirable underwriting risks as these facilities generally avoided the dramatic rise in claims severity that
began in the late 1990s. Large losses can and do occur, of course.The toughest risks are weight loss centers,
facilities performing bariatric (weight loss) surgery and blood banks. Ambulatory surgery centers are highly
desired risks. Carriers competing for this class of business include AIG, Arch, CNA, Darwin, Evanston,
Interstate, OneBeacon, Zurich, ACE USA and most of the other Primary HPL carriers.
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Life sciences companies can be broadly defined as companies engaged in the development, manufacture
and/or distribution of pharmaceuticals and medical devices. Most underwriters are now looking to the top
end of the middle market (between $25 million and $3 billion in annual gross revenue) as the most desired
part of this class. These companies are still considered to be high-hazard risks, but they are perceived by
underwriters to have less class action potential due to their tendency to be specialized.
The market for Products/Completed Operations remains limited in 2006, particularly in the number of
carriers willing to provide primary coverage or capacity in the first $25 million excess of primary. The
percentage of Fortune 500 pharmaceutical and medical device companies opting to forgo liability insurance
entirely is estimated as high as 60 percent. The decline in both supply and demand has made this an
unusual market segment.
One meaningful change in 2006 has been the offshore (Bermuda) markets’ response to the reduction in
Fortune 500 business in this class. They are considering lower attachment points for optimal accounts.
AWAC and MaxRe have both quoted attachment points below $25 million, where the standard range has
been $25 million to $250 million.
ACE Medical Risk, Chubb, CNA, Lexington and Medmarc all have specialized primary Product Liability forms
for this class. Apart from the rare exceptions, e.g., for a truly innocuous piece of medical equipment,
coverage is on a claims-made basis. Capacity ranges from $5 million to $10 million. Most of these carriers
will provide coverage extensions or separate policies (including vicarious Professional Liability) to cover
clinical trials. Competing policy forms differ mostly in their lists of specifically excluded products. These lists
vary in length and comprehensiveness, and, with the exception of a few certainties (i.e., birth control
products), seem driven by a given company’s particular experience with the class.
All of the primary carriers mentioned also provide low excess coverage (within the first $25 million excess
of primary). Axis, Gerling and General Star are the more notable names that can be added to the list of low
excess participants.
Pricing for both primary and excess capacity remains about flat, if not marginally reduced, compared to
2005. Meaningful reductions are not anticipated, given the limited field of participating carriers.

Contacts

Paul Greve
Senior Vice President / Senior Consultant
Willis Healthcare Practice
615 872 3320
greve_pa@willis.com
Jennifer Rutecky
Senior Vice President / Healthcare Practice Principal
Willis Healthcare Practice
404 224 5095
jennifer.rutecky@willis.com
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Personal Property & Casualty Insurance
The Willis Private Client Group provides highly specialized risk management services for individuals with
complex and/or highly valued personal insurance portfolios.
The personal Property and Casualty insurance marketplace will continue to experience significant premium
increases in Homeowners insurance, driven primarily by reinsurance, especially in those areas subject to
potential catastrophic loss from the perils of hurricane and earthquake. Other personal coverages,
however – Automobile insurance, Personal Umbrella Liability insurance and Valuable Articles insurance (for
items such as art and antiques) – will remain competitive, as these are profitable lines for most insurance
carriers. Personal insurance will continue to be heavily regulated, with standard insurance carriers
required to file their rates and insurance products with each state’s insurance department for approval.
For individual business owners and executives with complex personal insurance needs, several carriers
have developed programs that offer innovative coverages in all lines, from Homeowners and Automobile
to Personal Umbrella and Valuable Articles. In addition, these carriers are offering other personal risk
management-related services as part of their insurance programs – services that are offered for little or
no additional premium.
The trend of higher Homeowners pricing and competitive Auto pricing will continue throughout the year,
unless we have another active hurricane season that produces significant property losses. Should that
happen, we may witness a Property insurance availability crisis, as consumers in catastrophe-exposed
coastal counties may not be able to afford or even find Homeowner’s insurance.

Marketplace
Conditions

As noted above, in 2006 the personal Property and Casualty insurance marketplace will continue to see
dramatic pricing changes in property-related coverages. Homeowners in Florida and other Gulf Coast
states are dealing with serious issues of affordability and availability of coverage. For example, the statesponsored insurance facility in Florida, Citizens Property Insurance, is considering substantial rate increases
as well as putting a cap on the amount of coverage they will offer per policyholder. Similar to the
commercial Property insurance market, reinsurance costs for personal lines insurance companies have
increased significantly, and these higher costs are being passed along in the form of higher premiums.
However, other personal lines of insurance such as Automobile should continue to see competitive
pricing and more open underwriting criteria, as insurance companies are willing to offer a product to
virtually all drivers, as long as they can charge a fair premium. Personal Umbrella Liability insurance rates
are also expected to remain stable, as are specialty coverages such as Fine Arts and Jewelry – provided
there is no significant catastrophe exposure.

Regulatory
Issues
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Personal insurance will continue to be heavily regulated by each state, with carriers required to file their
rates and insurance products with each state’s insurance
department for approval. As the Property insurance marketplace
continues to harden, however, more demand may be placed on the
surplus lines marketplace, where rates and coverages are not filed.
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Regulatory
Issues (cont.)

Also, more consumers will continue to seek coverage through state programs, especially in catastropheprone states, as private insurance carriers continue to curtail their capacity in these areas. These state
programs may also begin to limit their capacity, leaving consumers with few or no options.

Client Issues

For individual executives and business owners who have complex personal insurance needs, certain
insurance carriers have been able to create some very innovative personal insurance coverages that are
built into their deluxe personal insurance packages. Included are coverages such as Primary Flood,
Identity Theft, individual Directors & Officers coverage, and even Crisis Management coverage to help
pay for a public relations firm to help manage a covered lawsuit that puts a client in the public spotlight.
In addition, these insurance carriers are offering personal risk management assistance for little or no
cost. Examples of such services are domestic employee background checks and personal security and
safety evaluations.

Strategies for
Tomorrow

If another active hurricane season produces major property losses, we may see a personal insurance
marketplace in crisis – one where those living in catastrophe-prone areas are unable to afford or even
obtain insurance. Those with property exposures in these areas need to be prepared. We are working with
our clients to develop alternative approaches to deal with the exigencies that such a crisis would produce.

Contacts

Sandra Bravo
Executive Vice President
Willis Private Client Group
212 837 0814
sandra.bravo@willis.com
Michael Smerkanich
Senior Vice President
Willis Private Client Group
212 830 5304
michael.smerkanich@willis.com
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Surety’s Return to Profitability – Will It Last?
The US construction industry may be in the early stages of the strongest construction economy in more
than 10 years, as measured by available work and the prospects for future work during 2006 and into
much of 2007. These conditions coincide with the Surety industry’s return to profitability after the
catastrophic experiences of 2001 through 2003. After returning to underwriting profitability in 2004,
the industry’s preliminary 2005 results, recently released by the Surety Association of America, reflected
a second straight year of improved profitability. The 10 largest carriers, save one, posted excellent results
from a loss experience perspective. As importantly, Surety reinsurers – the capacity engine of the industry
– returned a profit for the first time since 1998.
In the past, however, very strong construction marketplaces have been followed by a cycle of severe
Surety industry losses. Nor have sureties forgotten the recent past. From January 2001 through
September 2005, the Surety industry sustained paid and reserved losses exceeding $11.9 billion. This
period saw Contract Surety losses of unprecedented levels and Commercial Surety loss ratios close to, or
in excess of, 100 in three of those years. The ability of sureties to balance support for contractor clients
in a very attractive marketplace for construction services, while maintaining the underwriting discipline
that has returned the business to profitability, will be the determining factor in whether the return to
profitability is the beginning of a longer-term trend or merely a brief respite between periods of industry
hardship.

Implications for
Buyers of Surety
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• Single Surety Capacity remains an issue for aggregate programs above $300 million. There remain
only four sureties that will write aggregate programs of more than $500 million without a co-surety
partner.
• Co-Surety Programs may be arranged to obtain needed capacity for large accounts, but they
present certain structural issues. The credit risk associated with co-surety participants remains a point
of concern for potential surety partners. Many clients are well-served by putting in place a “standby
surety” relationship (sometimes a co-surety can serve this purpose) to protect against unforeseen
marketplace developments.
• Single Bond Size Limitations may be imposed by sureties on contractors that do not have a joint
venture partner. This requirement is driven by a surety’s desire for its client to obtain a spread of risk
for any large single project, as well as its own desire to maintain single credit aggregate exposures
on any single risk within its current credit model.
• Reinsurance Terms have eased as capital has been attracted by the Surety industry’s return to:
– Underwriting discipline – more adherence to traditional underwriting ratios, adequate
indemnity security, quality submissions, flow of information, ease of analysis, etc.
– Pricing – stabilizing and an easing of the previous market bias toward higher rates
– Higher retentions – leading to limited appetite for aggregate exposure on any single client’s
account
– Additional security and/or collateral requirements – to cover net risk retained by the surety
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Implications for
Buyers of Surety
(cont.)

• Insurance Company Management sees in Surety a business that:
– Generates approximately one percent of US P&C industry revenues
– Presents aggregation of liability vs. spread of risk challenges
– Requires highly specialized underwriting
– Demands significant capital support
– Has exhibited increasing loss volatility in recent years
– Holds the potential for any single loss to impact the insurer’s quarterly EPS

On What Do
Sureties Focus?

The robust construction economy presents sureties with a different set of parameters to consider as
they are asked to support a customer’s pursuit of potentially attractive opportunities. Some of these
risk factors may result in one-time pricing and security requirements that deviate from the client’s
standard bonding facility.
• Expansion Risk – The current conditions are presenting clients with expanded opportunities and
potentially attractive margins for work. Underwriters will focus on the contractor’s prequalification
of the owner, its source of financing, and the contractor’s experience in the type of work proposed
and its familiarity with the market conditions (labor, material availability, etc.) in the project’s location.
• “Under-Engineered” Designs – Schedule risk will be assessed by the underwriter, at least in part
for potential liability.
• Subcontractor Default Exposure – Sureties underwrite their clients’ own risk management
practices, including their subcontractor selection criteria. Some sureties are now requiring that clients
have in place a risk transfer mechanism for subcontractor default risk (be it surety or insurance) that
affords coverage to its surety partner on bonded work.
• Contract Duration / Warranty / Maintenance Periods – Durations of more than 24 months and
maintenance periods or warranties in excess of five years are unlikely to be approved without
additional security or collateral.
• Performance Efficiency Provisions – These may result in exclusionary language for the bond or
a stipulation to cover such contract provisions through a separate surety performance obligation.
• Liquidated Damages Levels – Unusually high amounts are unlikely to be supported.
• Consequential Damages Provisions – Sureties rarely agree to cover such provisions and will
inquire about the client’s insurance covers’ capabilities to respond to any claims not supported by the
client’s own resources.
• Materials Escalation Clauses / Industry Inflation – Sureties will ask how the client has
protected itself against unforeseen price increases during the course of the contract. A more general
concern relates to qualified labor and supervisory inflation costs due to the shortage of both in the
construction industry.
• Bond Forms – Wordings continue to receive close scrutiny. Provisions relating to damages, any
curtailing of the contractor’s or surety’s rights under the bond, or obligations that are outside the
contract language itself are examples of “show stoppers” that may preclude underwriting support or
condition it upon additional security from the client.
• Residential Projects – Satisfaction regarding the source and adequacy of financing to pay the
client for its work and, within the contract documents, on provisions that may expose the surety or
the client to homeowner warranty claims are a surety’s primary focus in this rapidly expanding sector.
The adequacy of the contractor’s insurance coverages will be a surety underwriting focus.
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On What Do
Sureties Focus?
(cont.)

• Continuity Planning and Ownership Transfer – The construction industry is entering into a
significant period of generational change. Sureties are looking for continuity planning, both
operationally and financially, that allows for a smooth transition in the case of a sale / buy-out or the
orderly completion of existing work in the event the ultimate plan is for the firm to discontinue
operations. The availability of surety credit may affect a firm’s valuation and its shareholders’ ability
to transfer ownership of the business.

A View Forward

While conditions today are more stable than in the recent past and underwriters have an increased
interest in new business, the Surety market retains elements of uncertainty. Financial ratings and the
potential for further industry consolidation – at the primary carrier or reinsurer level - could, at any time,
interrupt the Surety industry’s ability to maintain capacity. For clients, this means continued vigilance and
strategic planning around their Surety program is advised, as rating changes and mergers generally come
with little or no warning.
Sureties, in many cases, have new business goals for the first time in two or three years. Willis expects
no significant easing of underwriting conditions for large buyers before the end of 2006, but capacity is
likely to be available to support well-detailed opportunities, even on short notice. The first signs of such
flexibility and responsiveness were the Surety industry’s bonding support for emergency work to rebuild
the Gulf Coast following Katrina. The middle market continues to be well-served by a number of quality
sureties, and capacity is less of an issue. The credit considerations discussed above remain the same,
however.

A Client’s Surety
Best Practices
Checklist
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Even in the midst of such unsettled conditions, positive differentiation remains paramount in achieving
preferred terms. Simply put, surety support is attracted to well-managed firms. Treating a surety as a
partner will reduce the chances of unexpected events negatively impacting a client’s surety facility, but
strategic planning and proactive communication are the key elements to dealing with continued
uncertainty. Accordingly, we work with our client to secure answers to the following best-practices
checklist and to act on their implications:
• Am I completely familiar with my Surety submission and the ongoing work product representing my
company to the Surety marketplace?
• How does the surety analyze my company?
– Review my surety’s financial analysis and credit modeling – it’s their scorecard for extending credit
– Communicate what we expect of our surety and clearly understand the surety’s expectations of
my company
• What are my surety’s underwriting results?
• What level of reinsurance support does my surety rely on to service business? Have there been any
changes to my surety’s single project and aggregate program capacity?
• What are my surety’s financial ratings? Have there been any recent changes to its or its parent
company’s ratings?
• Have there been recent personnel changes within my surety at the local and/or home office level?
• What is the status of my standby surety?
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Deputy Chairman
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Five years ago Workers’ Compensation was a challenging and unprofitable line of business for insurers.
Today, markets are competing to write the business, and positive market conditions are likely to continue
into 2007. How did we get here?

April 2006
Start with profitable underwriting in 2003, 2004 and 2005, attracting additional capital and
competition. Add to that regulatory changes at the state level, enabling enhanced claims management
control and reducing loss costs. Top it off with rising bond rates offering investment income potential for
premiums held until loss payments. The result: an eagerness to underwrite “good” Workers’
Compensation risks, with price reductions quite common and expected to continue at least through the
fourth quarter of 2006.

Marketplace
Conditions

Improved Results
Figure 1 displays the net earned premiums and combined loss and expense ratios after policyholder dividends
for Workers’ Compensation. Much improved combined ratios for 2003 and 2004 helped the industry add
$110 billion dollar to surplus accounts during these two years. Workers’ Compensation produced solid
profits after investment income in 2004. Strong profits are also expected in final 2005 results.

Figure 1
Significant Improvement in 2003 and 2004
Combined Ratios
Workers' Compensation
Calendar
Year
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

Earned
Premium
$29.4
27.7
26.4
25.7
24.4
26.8
30.2
34.9
40.6
39.7

Combined
Ratio
99.5
102.4
103.7
111.2
118.5
120.7
120.9
119.1
108.5
104.9

Note: Combined ratio is after dividends to policyholders and before
inclusion of investment income. Earned premium in billions.
Source: Best's Aggregates & Averages, Property and Casualty (2005)

In the industry as a whole, improving combined ratios, investment income and strong surplus convinced
underwriters in 2005 that it was time to be aggressive in renewing accounts and writing new business.
The market softened throughout the year for most lines of
business.
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Reserves and Pricing
Over the last several years, there has been ongoing discussion in the insurance press about the underreserving of Casualty lines by commercial Casualty insurers. Such a hidden liability suggests that financial
statements may not be accurate. In response, carriers added large amounts to prior years’ Workers’
Compensation reserves in 2003 and 2004. During 2004, $3.4 billion was added to reserves for 2002
and prior, on top of $2.5 billion added in 2003 for the same period. The hole from under-reserving in
prior years is rapidly being filled.
Solving this problem also means that 2004 and 2005 profits are better than they appear. The 104.9
percent combined ratio for 2004 Workers’ Compensation in Figure 1 includes 5.3 percent for reserve
strengthening for prior years (after adjusting for decreases in 2003 reserves). Reserves set for 2004
accidents thus produced a combined ratio of 99.6 percent, an underwriting profit before investment
income. Investment income may yield an additional 11 percent profit for 2004 accident year. It is
expected that final results for 2005 will be similar.
With industry surplus at an all-time high – in excess of $400 billion – carriers are looking for attractive
lines in which to invest underwriting capital. Workers’ Compensation certainly qualifies. With rising
interest rates, future investment income may increase further. Insurers want to write Workers’
Compensation, and as competition heats up, prices cool down.
Examples of increasing competition and decreasing pricing are common. In Arizona, despite an 8.4
percent price increase recommended by the National Council on Compensation Insurance (NCCI), many
(though not all) insurers have filed for decreases, continuing the trend of recent years. In 2004, Arizona
premiums dropped by an average of 4.24 percent despite a proposed increase of 2.04 percent. In 2003
insurers reduced rates by 3.82 percent while the NCCI recommended a six percent increase. (Source:
workcompcentral.com)
In California, direct written premium gross of deductibles totaled $11.4 billion through June of 2005,
a nine percent decline from the same period a year earlier. The average premium rate for the first six
months of 2005 was $5.26 per $100 of payroll – down from an all-time high of $6.50 in the second half
of 2003, according to the California Workers’ Compensation Institute.
The Commercial Property / Casualty Market Index sponsored by the Council of Insurance Agents &
Brokers reports that premium rates were down nationally for most buyers in Q4 2005, often by doubledigit percentages.
Figure 2
Workers' Compensation
Premium Rate Movement from 10/1/05-12/31/05
Percent Change

Percent of Responses

Down 20 - 30
Down 10 - 20

9%

Down 1 - 10

40%

No Change

22%

Up 1 - 10

14%

Source: Council of Insurance Agents & Brokers
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Stricter standards for disability ratings have contributed to reduction in rates in Florida, Tennessee and California.
State officials in Florida have called for a 22 percent rate reduction instead of the 7.2 percent
recommended by the NCCI. The 22 percent reduction is based on an independent rate review by the
state consumer advocate’s office. This year’s proposed decrease would be the third consecutive rate
decrease since a reform bill was passed in 2003. Rates dropped by 19 percent in the first two years after
the reform bill.
In Tennessee, combined ratios for Workers’ Compensation insurers continued to improve in 2005, even
as rates declined. From a peak of 139 percent in 2000, the average combined ratio fell to 103 percent
in 2003 and to 98 percent in 2004. A 3.3 percent rate reduction was approved effective July 2005,
which followed a 6.3 percent reduction in 2004 and a 7.9 percent increase in 2003. Recent reforms,
which included reductions in certain disability ratings and a medical fee schedule, are being credited for
the improved results.
In 2005, Texas enacted HB7, a comprehensive reform of its Workers’ Compensation law. This bill
included increases in indemnity benefits but also provided for the use of healthcare networks. The NCCI
has estimated that 100 percent network participation could yield up to 8.6 percent savings on overall
system costs.
In Maryland, a medical fee schedule was adopted in September of 2004 that set rates for physicians’
services at 109 percent of the federal Medicare program. This is expected to bring meaningful savings
in Workers’ Compensation medical costs.
In New Jersey, over 30 bills have been introduced before the state legislature. Major issues are the
choice of a medical provider and cost of living adjustments.
In Alaska, pressure for reform is mounting as its Workers’ Compensation insurance rates are now higher
than California rates.
Speaking of California, the California Workers’ Compensation Institute (CWCI) recently completed a
study that shows that an outpatient surgery facility fee schedule mandated by reforms passed in 2003
is reducing medical costs. Average payments for outpatient surgery procedures are down 38.9 percent
since the schedule was adopted in January of 2004.
SB 228, passed in September 2003 and implemented in January 2004, set maximum fees for outpatient
ambulatory surgery facility services at 120 percent of Medicare fees for comparable services. The
Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau (WCIRB) in California estimated total outpatient costs
for 2004 work injuries of $2 billion and estimated that the schedule could produce net annual savings
of 41 percent ($800 million) for accident year 2004, not including any changes in utilization. In addition,
the WCIRB estimated the outpatient surgery fee schedule could reduce further outpatient costs on pre2004 claims by approximately $2.4 billion.
As a deterrent to over-utilization, which resulted in escalating costs in California, lawmakers passed
legislation in 2003 that revoked the treating physician’s presumption of correctness and mandated an
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evidence-based treatment utilization schedule. However, adopting American College of Occupational and
Environmental Medicine (ACOEM) guidelines as the basis for the schedule met resistance from physicians,
who claimed that the guidelines limited their use of clinical judgment in determining the best medical care.
They also argued that treatment beyond the guidelines would often prove helpful to patients.
The history of physical therapy and chiropractic manipulation in California is cautionary. By 2003,
utilization of these services had grown to 37 cents out of every dollar paid for outpatient medical
procedures. The only limits were restrictions on the number of services per visit included in the Official
Medical Fee Schedule ground rules. Stories of 100 visits or more by a single patient were not uncommon.
SB 228 mandated the adoption of a medical treatment utilization schedule, effectively requiring that any
use of physical therapy or chiropractic services be supported by high-grade medical evidence found in the
ACOEM guidelines. The bill also established 24-visit caps for physical therapy and chiropractic care.
Although two bills passed in the fall of 2003 (AB 227 and SB 228) addressed medical costs, many serious
issues remained. SB 899, passed in July 2004, tackled many major cost drivers with the goal of making
permanent, unprecedented changes to the system. Fourteen months later, the prognosis is very positive.
The WCIRB has estimated a cost reduction of 21 percent in 2004. Further reductions are likely as the
reforms gradually take full effect. It is never wise, however, to underestimate the power of the plaintiffs’
bar. Workers’ Compensation litigation is big business, even in a “no-fault” system. Recently, the CWCI
did a study on litigation and found that 76 percent of permanent disability claims (which represent 80
percent of total system cost) were litigated. Most of the disputes focused on the nature and extent of
injury – in large part fueled by the subjectivity of the rating schedule prior to SB 899. The study also
found that the permanent disability payout for litigated claims was more than twice the average of nonlitigated claims. Applicants’ attorneys will not walk away from millions of dollars in legal fees without a
fight, so continued litigation to dismantle the reforms may be expected.

Growing Issues
and Concerns

Reduction in Workers’ Health Insurance
Over the last four years, the number of Americans with employer-provided health insurance fell by about
3.7 million. Meanwhile, Medicaid increased nationwide by nearly eight million participants, a significant
shift from private to public sector coverage. The number of people without any type of health insurance
at all increased from 39.8 million in 2000 to 45.6 million in 2004 (a 15 percent increase), mainly because
of the sharp decline in employer-provided health coverage (Source: The Keystone Research Center and
The Economic Policy Institute). Poorer healthcare could result in more illness and injuries to workers,
which could end up being filed as Workers’ Compensation claims.
Stress – a Global Workplace Hazard
Illnesses and injuries resulting from job-related stress are an unintended consequence of the rapidly
changing global workplace. Studies presented at the 17th World Congress on Health and Safety at Work
in Orlando in September 2005 detailed the downside of our global, multicultural work environment.
Among the highlights from the reports:
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• Of 40.2 million working days lost to illness and injury, 13.4 million (30 percent) were from stress,
anxiety and depression (which would explain the high usage of anti-depressants among Workers’
Compensation claimants).
• Stresses created by a more globalized workplace include culture shock arising from a transfer to a
new country or from a rural to an urban setting, isolation among outsourced workers and
displacement resulting from mega-mergers and downsizing.
• Among the high-risk factors for workplace stress are work overload, lack of recognition from coworkers and supervisors, poor relations with supervisors, limited participation in decisions and
insufficient communication.
• Involving employees in decisions about workplace problems can be an inexpensive and relatively easy
way to improve morale and reduce stress.
Obesity and an aging workforce are expected to lead to higher claim frequency and slower healing.
There is also a new concern that use of BlackBerry devices could result in carpal tunnel symptoms from
repetitive thumb motions.
Although the perceived threat of terrorist bombings may have subsided somewhat, there is still a concern
about aggregation of Workers’ Compensation claims. Chemical explosions, toxic fumes, tornadoes or
earthquakes could all result in large aggregations of Workers’ Compensation losses, with or without
terrorist involvement.

What’s in Store in
2006 and 2007

Pricing actions will vary by carrier, by state, and by the type of employers being targeted by underwriters
for growth. Overall, however, strong competition and reductions in Workers’ Compensation premiums
are likely throughout 2006. Lower rates may continue in 2007 for insureds with solid loss control and
claim management practices. For most, pricing for Workers’ Compensation may be expected to plateau
sometime in the second half of 2007, and begin again to increase in 2008.

Contact

Greg Alff, FCAS MAAA
Senior Actuary
Willis Captive, Actuarial & Pooling Solutions
615 872 3440
greg.alff@willis.com
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On March 30, 2006, Willis conducted a webcast titled The Accelerated Growth of Aggregation Risk –
and What You Can Do About It. Sandy Vietor, Executive Vice President, Willis North America, led the
discussion, examining Aggregation Risk, the threat it poses to the balance sheet, the future performance
of the commercial insurance marketplace, and strategies that companies can undertake today to address
volatility and shape the future. He was joined by Rod Thaler, National Director of Willis Re, and by
Gordon Prager, Director of Risk Management Consulting, Willis Risk Solutions.
A replay of the webcast is available on Willis.com through July 31, 2006, and the PowerPoint slides can
be downloaded in a pdf file format. Please visit:
http://www.willis.com/Extras/Webcasts/2006%20Archive.aspx
This white paper is based on salient excerpts from the webcast, addressing several defining questions
for financial and strategic planning:
• Who is exposed to Aggregation Risk, and how can it be measured?
• How, if at all, can volatility be tamed?
• Can we – and should we – depend on government to serve as “the insurer of last resort”?
• Going forward, what are the legislative options and imperatives?
• Going forward, what are the funding options?
Recognizing the overarching importance of dealing with today’s adverse conditions in the insurance
marketplace for natural catastrophe risk, we focus on Property-driven Aggregation Risk.

Aggregation Risk
Defined

The October 2004 edition of the Willis Energy Market Review articulated the observation that
Aggregation Risk is growing rapidly, with a widening gap between the levels of such risk and the ability
of the commercial insurance marketplace to provide risk transfer capacity for it. Aggregation Risk
includes concentrations of exposures (people and physical assets), within a defined geographical area,
that may be subject to such Nat Cat perils as flood, wind or earthquake, or to an act of terrorism. It also
includes accumulation over time of liability arising from specific perils, products or operations.

Sources and
Examples

Sources and examples of Aggregation Risk are all too familiar, most of them having occurred within a
relatively short and recent span of time:
• The events of 9/11 impacted multiple lines of insurance simultaneously and catastrophically.
• Pharmaceutical risk, asbestos and “new age” environmental factors such as mold, silica and MTBE
qualify as examples of Aggregation Risk.
• There have even been attempts to position fast food as a form of societal products liability risk, with
the allegation that levels of obesity, heart disease and other ills have been elevated insidiously by
burgers, fries and chocolate shakes.
• Aggregations of physical damage and business interruption values subject to the Nat Cat perils of
wind, flood and earthquake, are, by definition, components of Aggregation Risk.
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In the midst of the 2004 hurricane season, one for the record books until the following year's hurricane
season, we asked these questions: If the marketplace today were to sustain a new round of catastrophe
losses, would it be able to stabilize? Would it be able to continue to cover aggregation exposures on the
basis that it does today?
Prior to 2005, the modern benchmark US hurricane was 1992's Hurricane Andrew. It dwarfed the class
of 2004 – Charley, Frances, Ivan and Jeanne. Then came 2005 with Katrina, Rita and Wilma. These backto-back record-breaking hurricane seasons, delivering the double whammy of frequency and severity,
have produced a paradigm shift in the universe of expectations on the part of insurers, reinsurers,
modeling firms and industry investors.

Reinsurance Today –
a Sellers’ Market

Reinsurers are looking much more closely at peak risk and catastrophe accumulations within insurance
companies' portfolios. Obviously, people have heard that models are being revised, reflecting greater
expected frequency and increased severity of Nat Cat losses. And reinsurers are examining a variety of
gauges of exposure. They're not relying as heavily on models as they have in the past. They're getting
back to basics, looking at roof counts and wind premium. They're looking more closely at pure
aggregates, and they’re looking at the key loss drivers within the models.
What this means for reinsurers is that they have to manage their available aggregate much more closely.
As they are “aggregate-constrained,” they're becoming far more demanding, revisiting what they expect
insurers to do in managing their own portfolios of risk. What are insurers doing with deductibles? How
are they limiting their accumulations in coastal tier one counties? What about sub-limits for earthquake
and flood? How are they applying them and how consistent and diligent are they?
Buying reinsurance is not simply a pricing issue. Reinsurers could fill out their available aggregates
several times over, all with well-priced reinsurance. So, there is real differentiation that's going to take
place, with reinsurance capacity going to those insurers whom the reinsurers consider to have the bestmanaged catastrophic risk portfolios.

Long-Term Drivers
of Aggregation Risk

Is hurricane risk becoming more of a certainty than a fortuity?
Is what we’ve been experiencing just another capacity-driven insurance cycle?
We’ve witnessed many cycles in the Property / Casualty marketplace over the last 20 to 30 years. Our
view is that this is not just another cycle. Take a look at the exposures, the build-up of values in US Gulf
and East Coast counties through new construction and through escalation of replacement costs for
existing properties – an escalation that far outpaces the general inflation rate.
Earlier we quoted Allstate: “The potential for widespread losses due to mega catastrophes is made worse
by the combination of more people living in harm’s way and the rising value of homes in disaster-prone
areas. More than half of Americans now live in coastal counties, an increase of 33 million people since
1980 … When you factor in that about half of Americans’ net worth is tied up in their homes, even
retirements are at risk.” We cited an observation from AIR Worldwide that “insured property values in
coastal counties from Texas to Maine totaled $7.2 trillion in 2004,” and the sobering statistic from the
Insurance Information Institute that the Great Miami Hurricane of 1926 would cause $130 billion in
damage today.
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What’s happened in 2004 and 2005 has therefore been a wake-up call, as insureds, insurers, reinsurers,
rating agencies, model makers and investors suddenly appreciate the potential economic and insured
loss that can be sustained by one or more of these mega storms.
Can the marketplace adequately address these exposures? The long-term drivers of marketplace
capacity – those factors that influence insurers and capital providers in their determination of how much
capital to put at risk and where it is deployed – are many and varied:
• Individual and industry loss experience
• Values at risk and aggregations of exposure
• Implications of Nat Cat and terrorism risk exposure models
• Strictures and expectations of rating agencies
• Investor expectations and demands
• Requirements established by regulatory authorities
• Ability to achieve acceptable, sustainable premium levels
• Opportunity cost of capital in other applications
Capacity available today – certainly in the quake and flood area – is lower in real dollar terms than it
was 20 years ago. Factoring in the phenomenal growth in values at risk, and the fact that the peril of
windstorm is now being aggregated, we are experiencing what can be termed a scissors effect –
dwindling supply in the face of sharply increased demand. It is clearly going to be a long-term problem,
and the bottom line question is: what can clients do to manage and fund for the risk?

Managing and
Funding for
Aggregation Risk

Larger corporations have many options at their disposal:
• Paying higher premiums
• Relying on the strength of their balance sheet – their ability to withstand the risk of loss
• Dispersing risk through their own international operations
• Investing in property risk control and continuity planning
• Building assets and operations in non-Nat Cat areas
• Sharing risk with others through arrangements such as joint venture operations
• Sharing risk via a broader-based arrangement such as a mutual insurance facility
Obviously, if you're a less-than-large company, you have less ability to do some of these things, but the
principles are still the same. Senior management needs to be made aware of marketplace conditions,
the extent to which company assets and operations are exposed to Nat Cat risk, and the options
available to mitigate, disperse and fund for Aggregation Risk in the near, medium and long term.

The Role of
Government

There’s a wise old adage that tells us a sure way to stray into the minefield of another person’s hot buttons
is to talk about politics, religion or taxes. We can probably add the role of government to that list.
There’s another bromide, one rooted in the insurance industry, to the effect that “in the long run, you
pay for your own losses.”
And then there’s that great line from the pioneering economist John Maynard Keynes: “In the long run,
we’re all dead.”
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All too often, we don’t have the luxury of the long term, because we need to deal with the immediate
aftermath of calamity. Because we need to meet the exigencies of the moment, preserve order,
safeguard the economy, bolster private enterprise and foster a sense of financial security. Thus TRIA in
the wake of 9/11.
The federal government has again become the post-facto insurer of last resort in the wake of the 2005
hurricanes. And there are serious efforts underway to build support for a multi-tiered private-and-public
Nat Cat Insurance Mechanism.
The issues are not new ones – but they have taken on a certain poignancy and urgency because the
experience of our infant millennium compels us to think of, and plan for, a host of scenarios that we simply
could not or chose not to contemplate before. None of us can afford the comfort of the sidelines anymore.

The Road Ahead

While dealing with the near term, we need to engage the long term:
• What are the risk management and funding options that you can control or influence?
• Can you live with the volatility of retained Aggregation Risk?
• Can you build the imputed cost of capital into your pricing model … and remain competitive?
• Is mutualization of Aggregation Risk an option?
• Should you join the debate regarding creation of a federal Natural Catastrophe Insurance Mechanism?
Many of us witnessed how the liability insurance crunch of the mid-1980s changed the way we retain,
manage and fund for risk. Will the shortage of critical Nat Cat capacity for hurricane-prone areas change
how and where we build our businesses, our livelihoods and our lives?
Moreover, what do we hope to achieve, as individual corporate risk managers and buyers of risk transfer,
and as a society?
• Stability and predictability in cost of risk?
• Equity amongst risk-transferring groups – equity that rests on a foundation of actuarially sound
differentiation of risks and rates-on-line?
• An economic safety net for fellow citizens devastated by the sheer magnitude of events that are now
more imaginable?
• A pay-as-you-go culture … or one that sanctions forward-moving intergenerational transfers of
financial liability?
We can classify such questions and counterpoints as the “super macros.” On the immediate and
pragmatic level, while we’re dealing with the near term, we – all of us – are obligated to pay attention
to the instrumentation and engage the issues and decisions that will shape the structure, scope and cost
of capacity in the future.
That may translate into supporting legislation designed to improve and expand governmental
insurance programs.
It could be assessing the viability of mutualization of risk – building purchasing power to develop
capital solutions.
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We at Willis will continue to meet with clients, and with insurance and financial industry leaders, to
illuminate these issues and opportunities, to gain a complete and balanced view of priorities and options,
and to help effect change for the better.
We look forward to hearing your thoughts on Aggregation Risk and what it means to you.
Meanwhile, Willis Client Advocates, brokers and other technical specialists are working 24/7 to obtain
quality capacity and reasonable terms for client programs that are renewing in today’s challenging
marketplace environment.

Contacts

Sandy Vietor
Executive Vice President
Willis North America
212 837 0698
vietor_s@willis.com
Rod Thaler
National Director
Willis Re
212 820 7612
thaler_rp@willis.com
Gordon Prager
Director of Risk Management Consulting
Willis Risk Solutions NA
212 837 0698
prager_go@willis.com
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The commercial insurance marketplace is an organic conglomerate, a heterogeneous mass of risk transfer
and risk management services offerings from hundreds of insurers, reinsurers, capital markets and
specialty providers. Each of them is responsive to events and developments that may be close to home
or across the world, impacting them directly, indirectly or vicariously. Those who track marketplace
developments effectively imply that the conglomeration possesses an attribute of uniformity when they
talk about global capacity, how it may have grown or fallen over a period of time, or how it may have
reacted when walloped by catastrophe losses.
We know of course that what we have in reality is more like a supermarket or bazaar where insurance
is bought, sold, withdrawn, replenished, reshaped, repriced, renamed, innovated and negotiated on a
daily basis by thousands of people and companies. For convenience, we attach labels to the “lines of
business” or macro segments: Property, Casualty, Directors & Officers Liability and so forth. Within the
macro segments, there may be meso-markets – intermediate divisions that define the constituency of
insureds or the positions of individual providers relative to others. Property markets, for example, can be
broken down into HPR (highly protected risk) and non-HPR. Casualty markets can be classified according
to whether they are Primary, Umbrella or Excess.
Micro markets are the fundamental building blocks of the marketplace; they may be constituted by a
niche group of providers that share certain defining characteristics or by a single insurance carrier. The
hypothetical ABC Insurance Company, providing $25 million of Nat Cat capacity, excess of a minimum
threshold or self-insured retention of $50 million, for non-Energy, non-Pharmaceutical HPR
manufacturing risk, located anywhere in the world except for Japan, California, Missouri or any US Gulf
or East Coast county – that insurer would be an example of a micro market.

Micro Markets and
the Supply Curve

In the following graph, we show a “normal” supply curve for goods and services, where P stands for
Price and Q for Quantity:

P
•
•
•
•

Homogeneity
Integration
Continuity & Elasticity
Predictability

Q

Students of economics are familiar with the model of perfect competition in which the individual supply
curves of many vendors of a homogeneous product are additive, producing the kind of smooth and
“well-behaved” supply curve shown here.
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Needless to say, it is not a depiction of today’s commercial insurance marketplace – as the behavior of
that marketplace is more and more a product of the nature and multiplicity of its micro markets. The
foremost example is the Nat Cat risk segment of today’s Property market, a niche defined by its micro
markets. Individual carrier supply curves are discrete and targeted. For the most part, they are not
additive – there is no aggregate supply curve. In the environment constituted by such micro markets, the
nature of one’s own risk is a major determinant of the dimensions of supply – capacity, breadth of
coverage, retentions and sub-limits.

Liquidity and
Diversification of Risk

A smoothly functioning marketplace depends in good measure upon liquidity – a sufficient and
dependable volume of the goods or services, so that willing buyers and willing sellers can be confident
that at any given time they will be able to effect a transaction on reasonable terms that meet their needs.
For Nat Cat perils, we no longer have that kind of liquidity; instead, we have what has euphemistically
been called a “capacity crunch.”
It is reasonable to ask: where will the desired capacity come from, and how much will it cost? Leaving
aside for the moment the role of government as an institutional insurer or as a de facto, post-facto
insurer of last resort (as in the wake of mega-calamities such as 9/11 and hurricanes Katrina-RitaWilma), the risk funding / risk diversification universe has traditionally been composed of parties-at-risk,
insurers and reinsurers. There is a limit, however, to the extent to which risk can be diversified in that
three-part universe.
Mike Leybov, EVP and Managing Director of Willis Re, observes: “For further diversification, you need to
go beyond reinsurance. Broader capital markets could be a good source of capacity for aggregated risk,
for forming a market basket of risks, as what happens in the capital markets and what happens due to
the occurrence of Nat Cat events are not necessarily correlated.”
Capital markets solutions also require liquidity. For potential capital providers, the risk of loss must be
ascertainable, and the price must be right. Mike Leybov points out that as of today, however,“ the
probability of investment default risk for a Nat Cat bond is difficult to determine, and our views of it are
swayed by the most recent experience. In 2004 we had an aggregation of relatively small Nat Cat
occurrences. In 2005 we had the experience of the ‘large cat.’ The markets can’t get a fix on what’s
really happening. Is it random? Is it global warming? Is it human activity? Have we simply overbuilt
in Nat Cat prone zones?”
The long-term solution to risk transfer capacity for Nat Cat risk may reside in the capital markets, but only
when such risk becomes a tradable commodity within the arena of retail mutual funds or the like.

Contact
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